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FOREWARD

This report reviews the historical significance of the structure at the corner of Broadway and

Main, also known as 11-13 Broadway Street, in Shelby, Ohio. The Richland County Land Bank is

considering demolition of the property, along with several other structures in the area, and

approached the Richland County Historical Society as an interested party for input, who in turn,

contacted the Shelby Historic Preservation Commission for research help and input. While two

other buildings along Broadway and a structure attached to the east side of the building on

Main Street are of such age to be considered historic, they are of more recent construction

therefore not addressed in this report. The building known as 11-13 Broadway is not on local,

state or national historic landmark listings, nor are any other buildings on the block.

SUMMARY

While the date of construction of the building known as 11-13 North Broadway Street in Shelby,

Ohio, cannot be positively determined, research of land deeds, tax records and newspaper

clippings from the timeframe place the building built approximately 1865 to 1867. Cline and

McMillin began operating a grocery store in the southern half of the building in March 1867 and

J.L. Pittenger & Co. moved into the northern section of the building in August 1867.  The

building was, and is two story, front-gabled and originally had brackets along the eaves. The roof

originally was wood shingles. The current roof is hand formed standing seam.

The building was originally built two steps up from street level, but in 1923 the first floor was

lowered to street elevation to allow for automobiles to be driven into the showroom. During

that renovation apartments were added to the second floor and windows were moved to align

with apartments.

In 1950, F. L. Gump, who operated an automobile sales showroom in the building, remodeled

the exterior to resemble a colonial structure with a brick facing, which remains today. New

showroom windows were added and the main entrance was reoriented to Main Street.

Awnings were added in a later remodel.
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THE LAND

In 1825, Ely (Eli) Wilson purchased from the United States 160 acres consisting of the NE quarter

of Section 8 Township 22 Range 19. Wilson was one of the original families who came in 1818 to

what is now the city of Shelby.

In 1845, Robert MIckey, Thomas Mickey and Henry Leyman purchased 80 acres from Eli and

Mabel Wilson. The four men platted East Shelby, including Lots 29 and 30.

Richland County Deed Book Vol. 30, Page 168, Accessed on FamilySearch
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POTENTIAL BUILDERS

By 1860, Thomas Mickey owned the property on the northeast corner of Broadway and Main, a

large lot measuring 110 feet by 120 feet, except a small portion to the east bordering Main

Street.  Daniel and George W. Billow purchased the property from Mickey for $1,250, then in

January 1865 Eli Wilson purchased the lot from the Billow family for $1,327. In October 1865,

Wilson sold the property to Jehiel and Andrew J. Rogers for $3,200. Whether there were

improvements to the lot could not be determined but the property more than doubled in value

in 1865.

The Rogers family held the property for about a year, then in November 1866 sold what is today

lots 83 and 84 to Jacob Cline and Dr. Calvin McMillin for $2,000. This 43 feet by 76 foot parcel

became the footprint of 11/13 Broadway.

Cline and McMillin sold the north 23 feet of the lot, extending back 53 feet to Elizabeth

Pittenger on April 2, 1867. This 23 by 53 foot portion within the present building is all of lot 84

today.

Rendering of lot divisions 1861-1867 by Alan Wigton
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BUSINESSES

Cline & McMillin were operating a grocery store by March 1867. McMillin, a well known doctor

who came to the area in 1849, also established a doctor’s office on the second floor.

Shelby Chronicle, Shelby, Ohio, March 28, 1867

J.L. Pittenger & Co. was in business in the north part of the building by August 1867.

Shelby Chronicle, Shelby, Ohio, August 8, 1867.

Jacob Cline sold his portion of lots 83 and 84 to Dr. Calvin McMillin in 1870 and dissolved his

partnership. The company became known as Dr. C. McMillin, Son and Co. with the addition of

W. F. Sonnanstine.
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The south side of the building, 11 North Broadway, housed grocery stores for decades.

A photo dating before 1882 (when Bowman Hall burned down) shows the grocery and shoe

store on the northeast corner of Main and Broadway in the background.

Photo from The Story of Early Shelby by Raymond Wilkinson
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By 1884, the building housed a grocery store and shoe store on the first floor and Dr. McMillin’s

office and a cigar factory operated by his son Henry E. McMillin and a Mr. Smith on the second

floor.

Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, 1884, retrieved from loc.gov

In 1885, Dr. McMillin left for Cleveland and resumed his practice there. He died in 1913 and his

children sold the southern portion of the building to Harry Sutter.
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From Shelby, Ohio Sesquicentennial 1984, Dorothy Hawk editor Photo circa 1917
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13 North Broadway was originally a shoe store, but there were many other businesses through

the years, including a confectionery and furnace store.  W. H. Rice converted the store to a

gasoline and tire service station and bicycle shop about 1920. J.C. Urich operated the service

station for a short time and then Willard Clark ( W. C.) Gump began operating it in 1922.

Daily Globe, Shelby, Ohio, September 25, 1920
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In 1923, Gump bought the service station from Rice. Gump quickly made changes, including

lowering the floor to street level to drive cars into the new showroom.

Daily Globe, Shelby, Ohio, September 18, 1922

Daily Globe, Shelby, Ohio, October 15, 1923
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Daily Globe, Shelby, Ohio, December 14, 1923

W. C. Gump bought the corner building from Harry Sutter in 1924 for his budding automobile

sales business, selling Hudson and Essex models. Gump transformed the longtime grocery store

into a display room. The second floor was converted into apartments and the exterior was

covered with stucco. Second floor windows were relocated to align with apartments. Of

interest, Gump operated a grocery in that location in 1907 as Boyce and Gump when Dr.

McMillin still owned the property.

Daily Globe, Shelby, Ohio, October 22, 1924
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In 1950, Francis Leroy Gump, W. C.’s son and owner-operator, remodeled the exterior to

resemble a colonial structure with a brick facing, which remains today. A standing seam metal

roof was added. New showroom windows were added and the main entrance was reoriented

from Broadway to Main Street.  Awnings were added in a later remodel.

.

Daily Globe, Shelby, Ohio, Sept. 11, 1950

Fred Barker purchased the building from the Gump family in 1958 and operated an auto sales

business there until 1963 when he built a larger showroom on SR. 39. Hicks & Martin sold auto

parts at the corner building from 1965 to 1993 when Broadway Auto Parts began operating. The

business contents were sold at auction in 2006 and the commercial part of the building has

remained vacant since then. Apartments were still rented until the current owner took

possession.
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CURRENT PHOTOS

The joists on the south half were either band-sawn or muley saw, and the ones on the north

half were circular sawed, possibly indicating differences in time periods of construction. One

beam seen on the south part of the basement was hewn (not shown).
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There are supporting foundation walls in the basement running east to west between the two

businesses as well as north to south foundation walls, possibly indicating stages of additions.

This helps explain the straightness of the building overall. It was well supported.
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Wall between 13 and 15 North Broadway. Original lap siding on 13 Broadway, right, is still

visible.
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Stucco is still exposed on the rear wall of the building from a renovation in 1924.
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